The store fronts above show a lot of the character that is able to been seen on Alberta Street. The store fronts are varied and give a hint to what store resides within. The facades shown above can be seen West of 20th Street.

Original Flowers’ facade is one of the most typical store fronts seen throughout Alberta. It is pretty much perfectly symmetrical and plain. A strong presence of windows gives pedestrians a view into the store.

Collage, an art store, is a more artistic approach to the facade. It has an elaborate entry door and placement of windows. It gives a quaint feeling—but also gives the store presence because of the unique entry.

Rust, one of the many galleries, has a very small entry. The entrance canopy keeps the presence of the gallery small. The window next to the entry sequence gives a hint to what can be found within.

The entrances give the clues to what is able to be seen and experienced within its walls. Although all are different they continue to bring character to Alberta Street.